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Abstract: Converting solar energy into hydrogen by photo-

electrochemical cells is believed to be one of the most promising 

strategies to acquire clean energy. However, one barricade for 

further improving the performance of photocathode system is the 

flattening of Schottky barrier formed at the interface between the p-

type photo-absorber and metal co-catalyst (e.g. Pt /p-Si) due to the 

mismatch of their Fermi levels. Here, we present a facile way of 

making photocathodes by transferring high quality CVD graphene 

onto p-type Si as a buffer layer, which can effectively diminish the 

Pt/p-Si interfacial barrier and promoting charge separation efficiency, 

hence, improve photo-electrochemical performance of such a device 

for hydrogen generation. The measured photocurrent density is 3.9 

times higher than that were achieved without graphene buffer. This 

approach offers a novel route to decrease the Pt/p-Si interfacial 

barrier for developing future highly efficient solar conversion systems. 

It can easily be extended to many other photocathode systems. 

Introduction 

The rapid consumption of fossil fuels triggers enormous 

anxieties on the sustainability of high speed development of 

human society in near future, whereas, it motivated an active 

pursuit for clean and sustainable energy resources in past 

decades. Solar energy has been considered as one of the most 

promising substitution among a variety of candidates due to its 

eco-friendly, low-cost accessibility and inexhaustibility in nature[1].  

Except photovoltaic (PV) panels, which yet has been 

developed and commercialized for years, conversion of sunlight 

into hydrogen (H2) by electrolysis provides an effective 

alternative for energy storage and distribution with no cyclic 

fluctuations comparing to the PV grid[1a]. Owing to the abundant 

choices of materials, high efficiency and low extent of 

complexity[2], PEC systems based solar-driven water electrolysis 

become one of the most potential routes for realizing future 

cheap, durable and environmental friendly approaches in solar-

driven hydrogen production. Commercially available silicon (Si) 

based materials have been the feasible electrode choices of 

PEC due to their easy-accessibility, reasonable light conversion 

efficiency and appropriate band gap, which are the decisive 

factors for obtaining the best visible light absorption and optimal 

external bias[3]. The p-doped and n-doped Si are normally 

chosen as cathode and anode materials, respectively, due to 

their specific band bending directions in water electrolyte[2a, 4].  

In order to realize high solar-to-hydrogen conversion 

efficiency for Si based devices, two major techniques have been 

employed: 1) maximizing photo-absorption through 

surface/interface engineering and 2) overcoming sluggish water 

reduction/oxidation kinetics of silicon by loading surface co-

catalyst[5]. Surface texturing, such as forming nano-pyramid[6], 

nano-groove and nanowire[7] et al., has been intensively 

explored, which is an approved effective approach to reduce the 

surface light reflectivity and furthermore improve the light 

harvesting efficiency. However, they often will unavoidably 

create undesirable charge trap centers on electrode and in turn 

largely increase the photo-excited charge recombination also 

lead to the so-called fermi level pinning, and consequently 

deteriorate the light-current efficiency. Thus, extra surface 

passivation process (TiO2, Al2O3, Ni, etc) often has to be 

introduced to stabilize and protect Si surface for resolving above 

issues including photo-corrosion[8]. Usually, the key of applying 

the co-catalyst loading method is to minimize the cost through 

lower the dose of noble metal catalyst loading and avoiding 

creating high Schottky barriers via interface/surface 

engineering[8c], which requires that the work function and 

morphology of the co-catalyst layer must be carefully tuned to 

match the semiconductor substrate.  

Therefore, in the past decades, numerous experiments 

have been conducted to try to find the best materials and 

approaches for Si based PEC system both for surface 

passivation as well as the co-catalysis with positive synergistic 

effects. Yu et al. fabricated a SrTiO3 protected Si photocathode 

with lithography patterned Pt/Ti nano-spheres coating [9]. Later, 

Li et al.[10] and Chung et al.[11] achieved high photo-

electrochemical H2 evolution on planar Si photocathodes 

through Ni/Fe co-doped In2S3 nano-sheet arrays and three-

dimensionally patterned Ag-Pt alloy catalyst, respectively. 

Moreover, A. Smith et al. employed RF magnetron to grow ultra-

thin Ni/Pt films which effectively realized the minimization of light 

transmission loss.[8c] Apparently, an ideal candidate should be 

passivation effective, transparent as well as low cost. However, 

these approaches often involve much more complicated material 

synthesis and fabrication process.  

As a rising star new material, graphene owns all needed 

features what are discussed above. It is atomically thin, 

chemical inert with extremely high thermal and electric 

conductivity[12], transparent[13], and very mild problem of the 

Schottky barrier by interfacing with noble metal [8c, 14]. Therefore, 

it potentially can be used as a great candidate for such kind of 
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applications. By applying graphene can prohibit the direct 

contact between Pt and Si, the main function is to eliminate the 

possible fermi level-pinning effect. In addition, due to its 

chemical inertness, it would also improve the interface stability 

of graphene/p-Si junction. So far, high quality graphene have 

rarely been employed as photo-catalysis for PEC systems yet. 

Although there have been some attempts of using reduced-

graphene oxide for realizing the similar goal[15], however, it could 

neither fully take the privilege of the intrinsic electric properties 

of graphene due to its low quality nor the high transparency of 

graphene layer caused by their highly wrapped and overlapped 

flakes[16].  

Here, we developed a catalyst composed by high quality 

CVD graphene p-Si surfaces with an ultrathin Pt layer on top[5c], 

which demonstrates 3.9 folds enhanced hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER) efficiency than that without graphene layer. The 

device fabrication and measuring procedures are illustrated as in 

Fig. 1. The core of this work is to design a sandwiching system 

to apply graphene as an effective passivation layer for silicon 

surface and also presumably hire it to serve as a supporting 

conductive layer to promote the catalytic process of Pt 

nanoparticles by exploiting the extraordinary electric conductivity 

of graphene. Comparing to other passivation layers, graphene is 

so unique by combining high transparency, high conductivity, 

effective passivation with ultrathin thickness. 

More importantly, due to the feasibility and low cost of 

graphene transfer onto a wide variety of substrates, this 

technique can be easily coupled with many other non-Si based 

photosystems as an extra way to developing stable and 

advanced PEC cells which paves the road for their industrial 

applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The schematic fabrication process of Pt/p-Si photocathodes with 
and without graphene buffer. 

Results and Discussion 

Characterizations of CVD Grown Graphene  

It is of great importance to check the quality of the 
transferred graphene. A series of characterizations have been 
conducted to evaluate the uniformity, thickness, conductivity and 
doping property of the transferred CVD graphene as shown in 
Fig. 2. The SEM image indicates its highly homogenous 
morphology and thickness (Fig. 2a). The few bright spot seen in 
the image may come from the carbon nucleation during the 
growth. A much higher contrasted image was only seen near the 

edge of the film (Fig. S1) demonstrating the film’s uniformity in 
large scale. 

The Raman spectrum of transferred graphene on Si (Fig. 

2b) revealed three major bands, D, G and 2D at 1350 cm-1, 1580 

cm-1 and 2700 cm-1, respectively[17]. The narrow FWHM (~34cm-

1) of the 2D band, high I2D/IG (~4) ratio, and low ID/IG ratio 

demonstrate that they are high quality single layer dominated 

graphene films with low defects density[18].  

Linearity of I-V (Fig. 2c) curve indicates the low Ohmic 

contact resistance of the device[19]. More importantly, the shift of 

the charge neutral point (CNP) (Fig. 2d) indicates its slightly p-

type doping[19b], which can be attributed to the absorption of O2, 

H2O and other adsorbates from air.[20] Moreover, the interaction 

of these charge traps and movable charges with graphene 

carriers leads to the observed hysteresis effect[20-21]. UV-visible 

spectrum measurements of the transferred graphene samples 

demonstrate its high transmission rate as shown in Fig. S2. 

Thus, we believe the quality of our graphene is high enough to 

separate Pt from contacting with Si. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. The a) SEM characterization, b) Raman spectrum of CVD grown 
graphene transferred onto Si substrates and c) I-V d) transfer curve 
measurements of graphene channel fabricated on SiO2/Si back-gated device. 
 

Photo-Electrical Properties of Pt/graphene/p-Si Junction  

Photo-electrochemical measurements were firstly 

conducted on the graphene/p-Si junctions. As shown in Fig. 3a, 

the LSV were measured on the graphene/p-Si photocathodes in 

0.5 M Na2SO4 (pH 7) under AM 1.5G 100 mW.cm-2 illumination. 

It is noticeable that the blank Si barely shows any reactivity (-

0.17 mA·cm-2), as illustrated by the blue line in Fig. 3a. However, 

after introducing the graphene buffer, a significant photocurrent 

improvement (-1.23 mA·cm-2) was obtained as demonstrated by 

the red line in Fig 3a. Meanwhile, a more positive onset potential 

(-0.065 V) was achieved which possibly due to the p-Si band 

edge bending downwards for the much higher graphene Ef ( ≈ -

4.5 eV vs. Evac 
[14a]), therefore largely facilitates electron transfer 

towards the electrolyte.  
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Figure 3. Photocurrent density-potential (I-V) curves of graphene buffered 
(Red) and non-buffered (Blue) a) p-Si and b) Pt/p-Si photocathodes under AM 
1.5G (100 mW·cm-2) in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution. Onset potential are defined at 
0.1 mA·cm-2. 
 

This trend is also displayed in the Mott-Schottky plots as 

shown in Fig. 4a-b, as the Efb positioned much higher comparing 

the samples with and without graphene (-0.35V vs. -0.45 V). 

Meanwhile, the highly repeatable hill-like difference is mainly 

due to the interfacial Schottky barrier caused by direct contact 

between Pt and Si. One key rule to be followed for developing 

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalysts is the so-called 

volcano curve, which reflects the relation between HER catalytic 

effectiveness and chemisorption energy of hydrogen on catalyst 

surfaces[22]. Platinum (Pt) falls near the apex of this volcano and 

has long been recognized as the state-of-the-art electro-catalyst 

in water splitting, especially HER for its proper chemisorption 

energy of hydrogen (neither too strongly nor too weakly)[5a]. 

Much effort have been devoted to either minimizing the mass 

loading of Pt or seeking non-Pt earth-abundant replacements 

with suitable hydrogen bonding strength[5a, 23]. In our case, a 2nm 

thick Pt layer was deposited onto the substrates by e-beam 

evaporation, which balances the acquiring of high mass activity 

and minimization usage of Pt[5c]. Moreover, such thin layer of Pt 

is almost 100% transparent (Fig. S3) across the UV-vis 

spectrum which allows the maximum usage of light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Mott-Schottky plots of a) graphene/Si, b) bare Si, c) Pt/graphene/Si 

and d) Pt/Si photocathodes in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution with light avoided 

conditions. 

 

However, the key issue of combing Pt with p-Si 

photocathode is to flatten the Schottky barrier formed due to the 

fermi level miss-alignment of p-Si (Ef  ≈ -5.1eV vs. Evac) and Pt 

(Ef ≈ -5.6eV vs. Evac) [8c]since the upwards bending band edge 

will hinder the electron transfer from Si to adsorbed H atoms and 

results in a small open circuit voltage (VOC)[9]. Therefore, low 

work function metals, e.g, Ti[9], together with wide band gap 

semiconductor(TiO2
[14b]) and insulators(SrTiO3

[9], SiO2
[24], 

Al2O3
[8c]) has been sandwiched between the Si and Pt [9, 24]. This 

implies the great potential of graphene serving as an ideal layer 

between the p-Si substrate and Pt metal to flatten the Si/Pt 

Schottky junction due to its high conductivity, high transparency 

and suitable work function (Ef ≈ -4.5eV vs. Evac) (Fig. 5).[14a]
  

Fig. 3b shows the current density (I) - electrode potential (V) 

curves for H2 generation on the fabricated Pt/graphene/p-Si 

photocathodes in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution under simulated AM 

1.5G 100 mW·cm-1 illumination. Comparing with the previous 

results without Pt catalyst, much higher photo-current densities 

were obtained on samples after loading Pt catalyst as expected. 

A notable (≈ 3.9 times) increased current density was observed 

between Pt/p-Si photocathodes with (-9.73 mA·cm-2) and without 

graphene (-2.48 mA·cm-2) as buffer layer at -0.6 V. Meanwhile, 

the measured onset potential (defined as the potential at a 

photo-current of 0.1 mA·cm-2) also exhibits a shift from -0.061 to 

0.296 V indicates the improvement of VOC.   

In comparison, Ku et al. achieved -37.5 mA/cm2
 at -0.6 V 

with Gr/Pyramid-Si system[25]. Under the same biased voltage, 

Lim et al. obtained -35 mA/cm2
 at -0.6 V with 3D-AgPt/p-Si 

structure[11]; Meng et al. obtained ≈-4 mA/cm2
 with Fe:In2S3/Si 

and ≈-10 mA/cm2
 with Ni:In2S3/Si[10]; Berglund et al. achieved ≈-

18 mA/cm2 with Pt/W2C/p-Si[26]; the Talin group achieved ≈-13 

mA/cm2 with Pt/Ti/Si[24]. 

The rather poor performance in our case as shown in Fig. 

3 is mainly due to the planner structure of Si, we believe it could 

be largely improved by a surface reconfigurations or texturing for 

enlarging its effective surface area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The schematic diagram of graphene buffer flattening the Pt/p-Si 

interfacial barrier. 

 

The improvement of current-density could be attributed to 

the formation of Pt/graphene/Si hetero-junction, which 

decreases the Pt/p-Si barrier, therefore facilitates the photo-

generated electron transmission towards the Pt, in turn, it results 

in a higher charge separation efficiency of adsorbed H atoms 

with light illumination. A positive potential onset shift at 

graphene/ p-Si junction photocathode compare to that of the 

pristine Si may be caused by the shift of the photo electrode flat-

band potential (Efb). Efb can be determined from linearly 

extrapolating the Mott-Schottky curve. As shown in Fig. 4c-d, the 

Pt/graphene/p-Si junction exhibits a more positive Efb than that 

of pristine p-Si indicating the decrease of production potential 

due to the existence of the graphene layer, which is consistent 

with the positive onset potential shift.  

In addition, as clearly shown in the measurements of 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in Fig.6, the 

sample with graphene buffered (Red) shows much smaller 

semicircle comparing to the non-buffered one (Blue). Similar 

trend was observed under light condition as shown in Fig. S4. 
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The semicircle in the high frequency range represents the 

charge transfer loss, its short radius implies a small charge 

transfer resistance. This advantage was also observed while 

comparing to traditional TiO2 buffered Pt/p-Si samples as shown 

in Fig. S5. 

At last, a stability test has been applied on graphene 

buffered Pt/Si sample and we have obtained a generally stable 

trend in photocurrent density within the time-length of 2 hours as 

shown in Fig. S6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. EIS plots graphene buffered (Red) and of graphene buffered and 

non-buffered a) p-Si and b) Pt/p-Si photocathodes in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution 

with light avoided conditions. Inset: the fitting circuit. 

 

Photo-Electrical Properties of Pt/graphene/p-Si3D Junction  

Similar experiments have also been conducted on (three 

dimensional) 3D textured Si surfaces. Technically, such 

texturing (pyramid structures[25, 27], nano-porous[28], micro-

arrays[7a], etc) can significantly expend the surface area of Si for 

better light absorption. In this work, a simple one-step etching 

process was adopted to fabricate textured Si surface (Si3D) as 

shown in Fig. S7a. Raman spectra of the transferred graphene 

on this surface have been shown in Fig. S7b. The narrow 

FWHM of 2D band and low D band level evidence the 

authenticity of transferred graphene.  

Again, e-beam evaporation process was conducted to 

guarantee the equality   amount of Pt deposition on both 3D and 

planner Si surfaces to a great accuracy. Interesting, we do not 

observe the expected amount of improvement in comparing the 

photo-current density of Pt/Si3D (blue lines in Fig. S7c) and 

Pt/Si planner samples (blue lines in Fig. 3b) due to the largely 

incremental surface area. In additional, it was noticeable that the 

enhancement by the graphene buffer (red lines in Fig. S7c) was 

low (≈ 1.8 times) comparing to the planner Si counterpart (≈ 3.9 

times) (red lines in Fig. 3b). Similar to the previous planner Si 

results, M-S measurement displays a higher Efb (≈ 0.25 V) of 

Pt/graphene/Si3D than Pt/Si3D, as shown in Fig. S8. Typically, 

roughing the Si substrate surface leads to an enhancing of 

photo-current due to larger surface area, however, in this case 

similar effect was not observed, it can be attributed much less 

contact between graphene and the textured silicon surface 

which further resulted very weak interact among the silicon with 

Pt layer. Subsequently, effective HER catalysis only occurs at 

the very little amount of Pt/graphene/p-Si tri-layer stacking 

regions. This could be the major reason that we have not 

observed a significantly boost on photo-current density while 

comparing 3D to planner Si substrate although the former has 

an obvious higher surface area. 

In short, we have shown the universal ability of graphene 

as a buffer to couple with different p-Si morphological surfaces, 

which is critical for integrating with main stream PEC technology. 

This work also suggests that flattening the Schottky barrier at 

metal/p-Si interface with graphene could provide an additional 

tuning knob in improving charge-separation efficiency of devices.  

. 

Conclusion 

In summary, by taking advantages of graphene induced 

charge transport facilitation and Pt/p-Si Schottky barrier 

flattening, we have developed Pt/graphene/Si junction 

photocathodes for efficient PEC hydrogen evolution reaction 

through transferring high quality single layer CVD graphene on 

to p-Si surfaces and in further clarifies the charge transfer 

mechanism at the Pt/graphene/p-Si interfaces. These 

demonstrate that graphene layers on 2D planner p-Si surfaces 

exhibited excellent HER effects. It illustrates that introducing of 

graphene into traditional Si PEC cells is an extra and highly 

compatible approach to improve the efficiency of p-Si based 

photo-water splitting systems which can further benefit the PEC 

solar energy conversion industry. 

Experimental Section 

Growth and Characterization of Graphene High quality graphene layer 

was synthesized on copper foil (purchased from Haisi Lab, Beijing, China, 

99%, 25 μm) by ambient pressure vapor deposition (APCVD). The 

copper foils were cut into 8 mm × 8 mm squares and ultrasonically rinsed 

by acetone, ethanol and deionized water 15 min each sequentially. Then, 

the cleaned copper foils were placed on a corundum boat inside a 

horizontal quartz tubing (1200 mm × Φ60 mm) in a CVD furnace. The 

tube was pumped down below 0.1Pa and then constantly flooded with 

1atm mixture of H2 and Ar (1:4 ratio). Subsequently, the furnace was 

heated up to 1050 ℃ within 80 min and kept for 40 min. Then, methane 

(CH4) was introduced as the carbon source with a flow rate of 1sccm. 

After 13 min growth, the furnace was cooled down to 400 ℃ linearly in 40 

min and then cooled down to room temperature.  

The surface morphology of graphene films was characterized by a 

Hitachi SU3500 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an 

accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The thickness and quality of graphene films 

was characterized by a Raman spectrometer with 1 μm diameter focal 

spot and 40 mW, 532 nm laser excitation. UV-Vis (DRS, Hitachi U-3900) 

spectra were acquired to analyze the light transmission. 

Graphene back-gated FET devices were fabricated on SiO2/Si substrate 

to evaluate its electronic properties. UV-lithography and e-beam 

evaporation were used to form Cr/Au electrodes (30/15 nm) and 

graphene channel (100 μm × 10 μm) for the metal electrode and 

graphene channel fabrication. Reactive ion etching (RIE) etching was 

performed (RF power 25 W, O2 30 sccm, 25 s) to remove the unwanted 

graphene other than the channel. Then the electronic properties of 

graphene were evaluated using a probe-station. 

Fabrication of Pt/Graphene/p-Si Photocathode A 525 ± 10 μm thick, 

p-type, (100) Si wafer (resistivity of 0.1-0.5 Ω·cm) (KJ Group, Hefei, 

China) was diced into 9 mm × 12 mm chips and ultrasonically rinsed 

using acetone, iso-propanol and deionized-water sequentially. Each 

sample was then treated by HF (2%) solution 60 s to remove the surface 

oxide layer. Afterwards, Au/Cr (15/30 nm) backside electrodes were 

deposited by using an e-beam evaporator (DZS500, SKY Technology 

Development Co., Ltd, China). The detailed graphene transfer process is 

described in details in supporting information (SI). The same e-beam 

evaporation chamber was also used for the Pt catalyst deposition under 

6.6×10-4 Pa with a rate of 0.02 Å·s-1
. The deposition process was 
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monitored by an in situ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and the 

thickness of Pt was carefully controlled to be ~ 2 nm with low deposition 

rate and calibrated by using Atomic Force Microscopy[5c].  

Photo-Electrochemical Measurements The back-side of the sample 

was completely sealed to avoid contacting electrolyte. The front-side of 

the sample was partially sealed with an opening of 5×6 mm2 to expose to 

electrolyte. The size of graphene transferred is determined by the size of 

the copper foil, and we have made sure the PEC measurement window 

was smaller than the film of graphene. A three-electrode cell was used to 

measure the reaction current where the p-Si based photocathode, Pt wire 

and Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl solution) were used as working electrode, counter 

electrode and reference electrode, respectively. 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution 

with pH of 7 was chosen as electrolyte. Xenon lamp (CEL-HXF300, Au 

Light, China) with AM 1.5 G optical filter were used to mimic sun light 

with a calibrated power of 100 mW·cm-2. Linear sweep voltammetry 

(LSV) curves were collected by measuring the current density ranges 

from 0.4 to -1.2 V versus Ag/AgCl with a scan rate of 20 mV·s-1 using a 

CHI 760E electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments Inc, Shanghai, 

China) without IR compensation. Electrochemical impedance spectrum 

(EIS) was recorded within the range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz with no light 

exposure[29]. Meanwhile, Mott-Schottky measurements were performed 

from -0.6 to 0.6 V with an incremental voltage of 0.025 V/step.  
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Table of Contect  
 
By transferring high quality CVD graphene onto p-type Si as a buffer layer, the Pt/p-Si interfacial barrier can effectively be 

diminished and thus promote charge separation efficiency. This approach leads to an improved photo-electrochemical performance 
for hydrogen generation which offers a novel and easily transferable route for developing future high efficient solar convers ion 
systems. 
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